The functional role of an increase in cell excitability and synaptic efficiency in the new cortex during learning.
Data were obtained in experiments on nonimmobilized and nonanesthetized rabbits, during the development of an analog of a CR, with recording of the response of the pyramidal tract, suggesting temporal specificity in the manifestations of membrane and synaptic plasticity, the participation of these mechanisms in both representations of the combined stimuli, and primarily unidirectional changes in the degree of their participation in these points of the cortex. It is concluded that temporary membrane plasticity creates conditions through the mechanisms of synchronization and summation for the passage of excitation from the sensory link to the motor output of the new connection. The gradual reorganization of excitatory and inhibitory connections to the output elements of the conditioned reflex act, determined by the mechanisms of synaptic plasticity, determine and strengthen the specialized character of the developed reaction.